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- Pending publication. Paper applying the Common Sense Model of Self-Regulation to identify if potentially modifiable beliefs in asthma medication and morbidity are associated with adherence to asthma self-management behaviors.


- Pending publication. Paper assessing sensitization to indoor allergens and its effects on asthma morbidity, self-reported exposures, and acute hospital resource utilization in World Trade Center rescue and recovery workers.


- In progress. Paper assessing the effects of asthma triggers on World Trade Center rescue and recovery workers while adjusting for mental health conditions and their impact on perceptions of asthma triggers.


- Published. Abstract presented at American Thoracic Society Conference. Trial for assessing the negative impact of asthma exacerbations on lung function when comparing patients who have acute asthma exacerbations prior to enrollment and patients without asthma exacerbations.


- Published. Paper introducing sample size calculations for various data types (t-test, ANOVA, one and two sample proportions, chi-square, logrank, dose finding) with relevant examples within the context of nuclear cardiology.


- Published. Abstract presented at Society of Critical Care Medicine 45th Annual Congress. Trial for assessing endotracheal tube depth in adult cadaver using a Cuff Puff as an indicator for appropriate depth.